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Abstract
By making explicit use of the so-called `Kambe structure constants’ , originally

formulated for a theoretical description of low energy electron di� raction
(LEED), the screened KKR surface Green’s function (SKKR-SGF) method for
layered systems can conceptually be extended to multilayer systems
corresponding to complex two-dimensional lattices and to layer relaxation at
interfaces (surfaces). In the present paper the screening properties of the
`Kambe structure constants’ are illustrated.

§1. Introduction

According to the translational invariance condition for layered systems (see e.g.
Weinberger (1997)) an arbitrary di� erence vector of r and rÂ can be written as

r - rÂ = ri - rj + Ri,i - Rj,i + cssÂ ,
(1)

cssÂ
= cs,i - csÂ ,i + cs,̂ - csÂ ,̂ z º cssÂ ,i + cssÂ ,̂ z, (2)

where the Ri,i are (primitive) two-dimensional lattice vectors, cs,i non-primitive two-
dimensional lattice vectors, and the cssÂ ,̂ specify the interplane distance. By using
two-dimensional translational symmetry and the following notation,

rs = ri + cs , rÂ sÂ = rÂ j + csÂ
, (3)

the so-called structure constants AssÂL LÂ
(ki ,²) are related to the ki -projected unper-

turbed Green’s function ( s̀tructural Green’s function’) as follows

G0 (rs,rÂ sÂ ; ki , ²) =
L ,LÂ

k r̂s|L l j°(²
1 /2rs)A

ssÂL LÂ
(ki ,²) j°Â

(²1 /2rsÂ
)

+ d ssÂ
d L LÂ

²
1 /2 n°(²1 /2rs) j°Â

(²1 /2rsÂ
) k LÂ |r̂sÂ l , (4)

where the j°(z) and n°(z) are spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively,
and k r̂|L l denotes spherical harmonics. These structure constants can be evaluated
very accurately for layered systems using the approach suggested by Kambe
(1967a, b, 1968).
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It is important to note that for the `Kambe structure constants’ a parent three-
dimensional lattice (see Weinberger (1997)) does not necassarily have to be assumed,
i.e. the distances between layers can vary in an appropriate manner such as for
example in a multilayer system showing surface (interface) relaxation. These struc-
ture constants can be viewed as supermatrices with rows and columns labelled by
atomic layers. In the case of a complex two-dimensional lattice each such element is
itself a (super-) matrix labelled by sublattices. Applications to a theoretical descrip-
tion of ordering phenomena of interdi� used interfaces are therefore also within
reach.

§2. Screening transformations

A screening transformation of the so-called r̀eal space structure constants’ G0 (²)
(see Weinberger (1990)) is de® ned by the following Dyson equation (Szunyogh et al.
1994, Zeller et al. 1995)

Ga (²) = G0 (²) 1 - a (²)G0 (²) - 1, (5)

where a (²) is a supermatrix such that

a (²) = a R (²) d RRÂ , a R (²) = a R
° (²) d L LÂ

(6)

where R denotes sites and L = (°m) . The a R
° (²) are usually called screening para-

meters.
A ki -like projection of G0 (²) , however, is nothing but the corresponding matrix

of the structure constants discussed in the previous section, and referred to as
`Kambe structure constants’ ,

Pki G
0 (²) = G0 (ki ,²) º A(ki ,²) . (7)

In particular from the explicit form of the Dyson equation in (5) it is obvious that a
ki -projection of Ga (²) ,

Pki G
a (²) = Ga (ki , ²), (8)

is de® ned by

Ga (ki , ²) = G0 (ki ,²) 1 - a (²)G0 (ki ,²) - 1, (9)

where of course Ga (ki ,²) is a (super-) matrix of the form

Ga (ki ,²) = Ga
ssÂ

(ki ,²) ; Ga
ssÂ

(ki ,²) = Ga
ssÂ ,L LÂ

(ki ,²) . (10)

Equation (9) is then solved such that

Ga
ssÂ

(ki ,²) . 0, cssÂ ,̂ ³ d. (11)

Quite clearly the main objective of a screening transformation is to achieve formal
tri-diagonality for the structure constants and therefore for the so-called KKR
matrix.

§3. Results and discussion

From the previous section one can see that the main task lies in solving the
matrix equation in (9). As for an in® nite system the matrices involved are also
in® nite, and one has to use the fact that after screening the scattering length is
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reduced to a certain number of layers. Taking therefore for every layer under con-
sideration twice this number in order to calculate Ga (ki ,²) , occurring cut-o� e� ects
can be avoided.

In order to illustrate the e� ect of screening for the `Kambe structure constants’ , it
is necessary to de® ne a measure for this e� ect, e.g. by introducing the following
quantity (norm),

NssÂ
(D n) =

L ,LÂ
Re Ga

ssÂ ,L LÂ
(ki , ²) 2

+ Im Ga
ssÂ ,L LÂ

(ki ,²) 2 1 /2
. (12)

Since NssÂ
only depends on the distance D n between layer s and sÂ , for a parent three-

dimensional lattice this distance can be expressed in terms of multiples of the inter-
layer spacing, i.e. D n = s - sÂ .

For the energies - 0.1, - 0.5 and - 1.0ryd, ® gures 1± 3 show this norm on a
logarithmic scale as a function of the layer spacing in a fcc parent lattice. The
data shown are normalized with respect to the layer-diagonal contribution. From
® gure 1 one can see that in the case of a parent lattice, screening of the `Kambe
structure constants’ yields the same screening e� ects as for the folded three-dimen-
sional reciprocal space structure constants discussed by Szunyogh et al. (1994).
Furthermore it can be seen from ® gures 1± 3 that (1) the screening results in an
exponential decay of the structure constants, (2) the unscreened structure constants
decay faster the more negative the value of the energy (at an energy of - 1.0 ryd the
e� ect of screening is already very small), (3) the screened structure constants are
nearly energy independent, and (4) for the two-dimensional structure constants an
optimal screening potential of about 1.0ryd seems to apply.
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Figure 1. E� ect of screening at an energy of - 0.1 ryd. For the norm, see equation (12), a
logarithmic scale is used. D n is shown in units of the interlayer spacing. Open circles
refer to the `Kambe structure constants’ , crosses to folded 3D reciprocal structure
constants.
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Figure 2. E� ect of screening at an energy of - 0.5 ryd. For the norm, see equation (12), a
logarithmic scale is used. D n is shown in units of the interlayer spacing.

Figure 3. E� ect of screening at an energy of - 1.0ryd. For the norm, see equation (12), a
logarithmic scale is used. D n is shown in units of the interlayer spacing.



It is important to note that the `Kambe structure constants’ are not necessarily
restricted to a parent three-dimensional lattice, i.e. in principle the interplane
distance can vary from plane to plane, and that they facilitate direct extensions to
two-dimensional complex lattices.
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